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Nicole Basilone grew up in New Jersey and, after completing studies at PrattMWP in 2009, 

she graduated from Maryland Institute College of Art and Design with a bachelor of fine 

arts in painting and a minor in art history in 2011. She has had artist residencies at Château 

Orquevaux, France (2018) and The Vermont Studio Center (2012). Her work has been exhibited 

in showcases in Detroit, Chicago, Oakland, Philadelphia, New York City, and Baltimore. In 2018, 

she landed her first solo exhibition at Mimi and Hill design studios in Westfield, New Jersey. 

She currently resides in New Jersey and works in a home studio. She is an active member of 

New York City Crit Club and is perparing for a three-person exhibition opening in October.

How was PrattMWP influential for you in your growth as an artist? 

There was a good balance of exploration and assignments so that we had enough of an idea 

to get started, but we were not limited in the execution. The school is much smaller than other 

institutions, so we all got more attention and became a closer community of artists. It also 

still provided everything a larger school could: a diverse foundation schedule, artist talks, and 

great studio space.

What has been your greatest achievement since leaving PrattMWP? 

Attending a residency program at Château Orquevaux in April of 2018. It is a small program 

about 3.5 hours outside of Paris in the French countryside. The town is small and quaint, but 

for those two weeks I was able to experience that lifestyle as an artist full-time.

What ideas are you exploring with your artwork now? 

My current  body of work focuses on the stark contrasts of ecosystems. Portals within the 

paintings interact with other environments that are unlike the ones in the majority of the 

composition. The portals act as access points to provoke the juxtaposition of memory, space, 

and climate change.

What is the role of artists today? How will artists influence the future of the art world 

and generations to come? 

Artists historically have been political, theoretical, and emotional. We are living in a society 

that is so fast that it’s important to have moments of reflection and critique. Artists are able 

to provide content that inspires new ideas, and brings unknown issues into the mainstream. 

As artists, we are always connected to our culture and our identity.

Why is it important for you to stay in contact with your tribe of PrattMWP alumni? How 

have you been in contact with your fellow alumni? 

A lot of my communication is through phone and email. I have been doing skype or facetime 

studio visits with some artist friends who are not close by. The friends I made at PrattMWP 

are friends I will have for life. It has been almost 10 years of solid friendship, and it has been 

exciting to see them all grow.

Website: https://nicolebasilone.com
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